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Quiz!



Who is the only United States President to have 
received a patent?











Who is the only United States President to have 
received a trademark?





“In 1772, George Washington, then only a farmer and 
businessman, went to the court to get a trademark for 
his brand of flour, which he proposed to name, simply 
‘G. Washington.’ The presiding justices so ordered.”



Who is the United States president whose memoir is 
often considered to be the best?





By May 1884, after a 2-year trip around the world & 
bad business deals, Grant was penniless 

In fall 1884, Grant is diagnosed with terminal throat 
cancer 

Mark Twain agreed to publish Grant’s memoirs, with 
75% going to Grant & his family



Even though Grant suffered terribly as his cancer 
worsened, he managed to write 25–50 pages a day 

Grant finished writing on July 18, 1885 

He died 5 days later 

Grant’s widow Julia received $450,000



“So-Called”?



Intellectual Property lumps together… 

» Trade Secrets 
» Trademarks 
» Patents 
» Copyrights



All are creations of the mind 

All grant creators exclusive rights to expressions of 
ideas



“[‘Intellectual property’] 
operates as a catch-all to 
lump together disparate 
laws [which] originated 
separately, evolved 
differently, cover different 
activities, have different 
rules, and raise different 
public policy issues.” 

Richard M. Stallman



“Tangible goods are 
rivalrous goods. For one 
person to gain some 
tangible item, another 
person must lose it. … 
Intellectual works are 
ordinarily non-rivalrous. It 
is possible for someone to 
teach a work of the mind to 
another without unlearning 
it himself.” 

Lawrence Lessig





Trade Secrets



Information that: 

» Is secret 
» Confers economic benefit because it is secret 
» Is the subject of efforts to maintain its secrecy



“…all forms and types of 
financial, 
business, 
scientific, 
technical, 
economic, 
or engineering 
information, 
including 
patterns, 
plans, 

compilations, 
program devices, 
formulas, 
designs, 
prototypes, 
methods, 
techniques, 
processes, 
procedures, 
programs, 
or codes…”

18 U.S. Code § 1839



47 states have adopted Uniform Trade Secrets Act (UTSA)

NY 
MA 
NC



Protection 
Starts

Time 
Limit

Protects Public?

Trade Secret Conception 
or receipt

∞ Secret info No

Trademark

Patents

Copyright





















The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, February 18, 1979



The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, February 18, 1979



8 oz alcohol
20 drops orange oil
30 drops lemon oil
10 drops nutmeg oil
5 drops coriander
10 drops neroli
10 drops cinnamon

The secret 7X flavor

Use 2 oz of flavor to 5 gallons syrup

Coca-Cola



Why doesn’t Coca-Cola sue?







®



What Can Be 
Trademarked?



Oldest UK trademark



Oldest UK trademark



Oldest 
US trademark



Oldest 
US trademark
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Burberry pattern



Conventional 

» Letters 
» Numbers 
» Words 
» Logos 
» Pictures 
» Symbols 

» Combinations



Conventional 

» Letters 
» Numbers 
» Words 
» Logos 
» Pictures 
» Symbols 

» Combinations

Non-Conventional 

» Colors 
» Shapes 
» Moving Images 
» Holograms 
» Positions 

» Sounds 
» Scents 
» Tastes 
» Textures



How Trademarks 
Work



Why Protect Trademarks?

















Why trademarks? 

Identify products & distinguish them from others’ 
products 

Prevent “confusion in the marketplace”



Trademarks are owned, but may also be licensed





Types



™

Unregistered trademark 

Identifies products within “an area of influence” 
(usually geography)



®

Registered trademark with US Patent & Trademark 
Office



℠

Service Mark 

Identifies services instead of a product in advertising, 
uniforms, or vehicles 

Once federally registered, use ®







Distinctiveness



Trademarks fall somewhere along a scale from being 
distinctive (strong) to generic (weak)



Strong Fanciful Invented, so gives no meaning 
about product’s nature

Arbitrary Common word used outside of 
normal context

Suggestive Suggests product’s nature, but 
does not describe it

Descriptive Actually describes product 
feature, purpose, or function

Weak Generic Common name for product 
that others have to use too Auto



A trademark becomes genericized if its owner does not 
protect its distinctive character 

The average consumer no longer sees the trademark as 
exclusive 

Anyone can use the trademark



1897: Scientists at Bayer 
work with acetylsalicylic 
acid 

1899: Bayer coins & begins 
marketing Aspirin 

1914: World War I begins 

1918: USPTO rules Aspirin 
no longer valid as a 
trademark 

1920: Courts agree



Why? 

Bayer allowed other 
manufacturers to call their 
drugs Aspirin (e.g., Aspirin, 
Squibb) 

When it began selling to 
consumers in 1915, it called 
it Bayer — Tablets of 
Aspirin, sounding like 
another manufacturer



1855: Kampticon invented by Frederick Walton in England 

1860: Patented by Walton 

1864: Walton coins linoleum 

1877: Walton sues Michael Nairn & Co. for its use of the 
term 

1878: Court rules that linoleum was never trademarked, 
but even if it was, it had become generic in just 14 years 

1st trademark found to be generic



1909: Invented in France 

1927: DuPont claims cellophane 
is trademarked 

1936: Courts rule that the 
trademark is genericized: 
“French manufacturers …
constantly employed the word 
‘cellophane’ to describe the 
product and … it was used in a 
generic sense from the 
beginning.”



1909 ad

1892 
Invented 

1908 
Thermos 
trademarked 

1963 
Thermos 
declared 
genericized



1928: Pedro Flores opens Yo-
yo Manufacturing Company 

1929: Donald F. Duncan 
purchases Yo-yo Corp. 

1932: Yo-yo trademark 
registered 

1965: Court declares that yo-
yo has become a part of 
common speech



1898–1910: Heroin 
marketed as non-addictive 
substitute for morphine & 
cough suppressant



Glyco-Heroin—produced 
by Martin H. Smith Co. in 
New York—combined 
heroin with sugar syrup 

Sold as treatment for 
coughs, bronchitis, 
asthma, laryngitis, 
pneumonia, & whooping 
cough—for adults, 
children, & toddlers!



1919: Article 298 of Treaty 
of Versailles ending WWI 
meant Bayer lost 
trademark to heroin 

1924: US Congress bans 
manufacture, importation, 
& sale of heroin



Trademark Original Holder Reg. Exp.

Dry Ice DryIce Corp. of America 1925 1932

Escalator Otis Elevator Company 1900 1950

Flip Phone Motorola 1998 2005

Laundromat Westinghouse 1953 1993

Mimeograph Albert Dick 1938 1986

Trampoline Griswold-Nissen Trampoline & 
Tumbling Co.

1943 1961



Protection 
Starts

Time 
Limit

Protects Public?

Trade Secret
Conception 
or receipt

∞ Secret info No

Trademark
Use &/or 
filing date

∞ Good will Yes

Patents

Copyright



Patents





Article I, Section 8, Clause 8

To promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times 
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive 
Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries.



Gives an inventor the right to exclude others from 
making, using, selling, offering to sell, & importing an 
invention for 20 years 

Inventor must publicly disclosure the invention



What’s an invention? 

A product or process



Requirements



Requirements for a patent 

1. Patentable 
2. Novel 
3. Non-obvious 
4. Useful



» Machines 
» Medicines 
» Furniture 
» Chemical formulas 
» Games 
» Food 

» Music instruments 
» Computer hardware 
» Cosmetics 
» Plants 
» Business methods 
» Software

Patentable



» Literary works 
» Music compositions 
» Data compilations 
» Legal documents 
» Products of nature 
» Scientific theories 
» Math 

» Forms of energy (e.g., 
TCP/IP packets) 

» Devices that perform 
illegal activities 

» Perpetual motion 
machines 

» Time machines 

Not patentable





Not novel 

» Prior art 
» Known to the public



Obvious 

Invention should not follow from “normal product 
design and development” 

A “person having ordinary skill in the art” should not 
know how to create the invention



Useful 

» Provides identifiable benefit 
» Capable of use (unlike time machines & warp drives)



Problems



Stupid patents











Trolls







Protection 
Starts

Time 
Limit

Protects Public?

Trade Secret Conception 
or receipt

∞ Secret info No

Trademark Use &/or 
filing date

∞ Good will Yes

Patents Filing date 20 years Invention Yes

Copyright



©







Article I, Section 8, Clause 8

To promote the Progress of Science and 
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times 
to Authors and Inventors the exclusive 
Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries.



Author Corporate

1790 14 & 14

1831 28 & 14

1909 28 & 28

1976 Life + 50 75

1998 Life + 75 95



Copyright Act of 1976, 17 USC § 106 

Grants exclusive rights to creators for a specific term 

» Reproduction 
» Distribution 
» Performance 
» Display  
» Transmission 
» Preparation of derivative works







2030 

“Happy Birthday” enters the public domain



2115 

Harry Potter enters the public domain 

(assuming J. K. Rowling dies at the age of 75)



Published Public

The Great Gatsby 1925 2020

The Hobbit 1937 2032

Of Mice and Men 1937 2032

The Grapes of Wrath 1939 2034

1984 1949 2044

The Catcher in the Rye 1951 2046

Fahrenheit 451 1953 2048

Atlas Shrugged 1957 2052

To Kill a Mockingbird 1960 2055

Catch-22 1961 2056

Slaughterhouse-Five 1969 2064





Protection 
Starts

Time 
Limit

Protects Public?

Trade Secret Conception 
or receipt

∞ Secret info No

Trademark Use &/or 
filing date

∞ Good will Yes

Patents Filing date 20 Invention Yes

Copyright Creation Life + 75 
or 95

Expression 
of an idea

Yes



Music Sampling



Queen & David Bowie 

“Under Pressure” 

1981





Vanilla Ice 

“Ice Ice Baby” 

1990





Original credits 

Vanilla Ice 
Earthquake



$4,000,000

Original credits 

Vanilla Ice 
Earthquake



$4,000,000

Original credits 

Vanilla Ice 
Earthquake

New credits 

Vanilla Ice 
Earthquake 

Queen 
David Bowie



1965



1965



1965

“The song has the first recognizable Stones
riff or guitar figure on it”



1965



1965



Andrew Loog Oldham



1966



1966



1966



Allen Klein



Allen Klein

“Don’t talk to me about ethics.”



Allen Klein

“A contract is just a piece of paper.”



Allen Klein

“Yea though I walk through the 
valley of the shadow of death, I 
will fear no evil, because I’m the 
biggest bastard in the valley.”



The Rolling Stones 
all owned Nanker Phelge Music 

Klein had the Stones funnel 
rights to all their ’60s songs 

through Nanker Phelge USA

1965



The Rolling Stones 
all owned Nanker Phelge Music 

Klein had the Stones funnel 
rights to all their ’60s songs 

through Nanker Phelge USA

1965



The Rolling Stones 
all owned Nanker Phelge Music 

Klein had the Stones funnel 
rights to all their ’60s songs 

through Nanker Phelge USA

Allen Klein was the sole owner 
of Nanker Phelge USA

1965



1990s







1996





Added 47 tracks of instrumentation

4-bar, 5-note sample



1997



1997





#12, March 1998





Master (or recording) rights





Composition (or publishing) rights



Composition (or publishing) rights



“Master Rights are useless to the requestor without the 
Publishing Rights”



50%



100%



100%
*



100%
*Richard Ashcroft gets $1000 for writing lyrics

*













Sues based on recording 
rights he owned, not 
DECCA 

“As for Richard Ashcroft, … 
he thinks he wrote 
something. He didn’t. I 
hope he’s got over it.”



1965



1965



1965

“The song has the first recognizable Stones
riff or guitar figure on it”



“The song has the first recognizable 
Stones riff or guitar figure on it;

2010



“The song has the first recognizable 
Stones riff or guitar figure on it;

the chorus is from the Staple
Singers’ version, ‘This May Be the
Last Time.’”

2010



2003



“It was VERY difficult … to 
write [a song] for the Stones. 

It seemed to us it took months 
and months and in the end we 

came up with The Last Time, 
which was basically re-

adapting a traditional Gospel 
song that had been sung by the 

Staple Singers, but luckily the 
song itself goes back into the 

mists of time.”

2003



1955 

The Staple Singers 

“This May Be the Last Time”



1955 

The Staple Singers 

“This May Be the Last Time”



May 19, 2012





The Chiffons 

“He’s So Fine” 

1963





George Harrison 

“My Sweet Lord” 

November 28, 1970





February 10


1971

Bright Tunes Music Corp. 
sues George Harrison 
for copyright infringement



February


1971

Allen Klein meets with Bright 
Tunes to discuss settlement 

It fails



February


1971

Allen Klein engages lawyers & 
musicologists for George Harrison



March 31


1973



March 31


1973

FIR
ED



January


1976

George Harrison offers Bright 
Tunes $148,000 

Bright Tunes refuses



February 23–25


1976

Bright Tunes Music Corp. v 
Harrisongs Music Ltd. trial is held 



August 31


1976

Judge in Bright Tunes Music Corp. 
v Harrisongs Music Ltd. issues his 

ruling



August 31


1976

Judge in Bright Tunes Music Corp. 
v Harrisongs Music Ltd. issues his 

ruling

GUIL
TY



“Action was brought claiming that song My Sweet Lord 
was plagiarized from He’s So Fine. The District Court, 
… held that inasmuch as My Sweet Lord is the same 
song as He’s So Fine with different words, and 
composer of My Sweet Lord had access to He’s So Fine, 
copyright was infringed even though subconsciously 
accomplished.”

August 31


1976



November


1976

Damages portion of trial scheduled 
to take place



February


1981

Damages portion of trial finally 
takes place 

Why the 5-year delay?



April 13


1978



April 13


1978

ABKCO purchased worldwide 
copyrights to “He’s So Fine” 

from Bright Tunes Music for 
$587,000



April 13


1978

ABKCO purchased worldwide 
copyrights to “He’s So Fine” 

from Bright Tunes Music for 
$587,000



February 19


1981
Judge rules that  (a) Klein was in 

breach of fiduciary duty (b) 
Harrison must pay ABKCO 

$587,000 & also receive the 
rights to “He’s So Fine”



March


1998

Finally settled!



Mash-Ups



Snoopy + OutKast



Snoopy + OutKast



The Shining



The Shining



Mrs. Doubtfire



Mrs. Doubtfire



Art



December 29, 2002 

Valerian releases Peanuts tarot 
deck & pleads “Don’t sue me”



December 29, 2002 

Valerian releases Peanuts tarot 
deck & pleads “Don’t sue me”



December 29, 2002 

Valerian releases Peanuts tarot 
deck & pleads “Don’t sue me”

By August 2003, Valerian’s site 
read: “owners of the copyrights 
of those cartoon characters asked 
me to take them down, and I did 
so.”



Disney





Quiz!

















#14 at the box office 

$1,027,044,677



#5 at the box office 

$1,215,439,994



#4 at the box office 

$1,341,511,219



#3 at the box office 

$1,518,594,910



#1 at the box office 

$2,782,275,172





Season 4, Episode 1:  
most-watched 

drama series telecast in 
basic cable history 

Nominations from 
Golden Globe Awards, 

American Film Institute, 
Critics’ Choice Awards, 

& Emmy Awards



2nd-most viewed 
of any HBO series ever 

Winner, 
Hugo Award 
Peabody Award, 
Golden Globe Award, 
Emmy Award



Most-watched 
nonfiction cable series 

in history 

$80 million 
in ad revenues 

$400 million 
in merchandising



Mickey Mouse in Vietnam, 1968



Mickey Mouse in Vietnam, 1968



Neo-Mickey





What To Do?



Know the Law



www.eff.org









You are free to: 

» Share — copy and redistribute the material in any 
medium or format 

» Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the 
material for any purpose, even commercially 

Under the following conditions…



Attribution. You must give appropriate credit, provide a 
link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. 
You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in 
any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your 
use. Give credit to: 

Scott Granneman • www.granneman.com • 
scott@granneman.com



Share Alike. If you remix, transform, or build upon the 
material, you must distribute your contributions under 
the same license as the original.



Non-Commercial. You may not use the material for 
commercial purposes.



No Derivative Works. If you remix, transform, or build 
upon the material, you may not distribute the modified 
material.



No additional restrictions. You may not apply legal 
terms or technological measures that legally restrict 
others from doing anything the license permits.



Public Domain? 

It’s simple—die!



Public Domain 
Certify a work already in public domain 

Zero 
Surrender copyright & database rights





creativecommons.org/choose/







search.creativecommons.org



wiki.creativecommons.org/Content_Directories



Thomas Jefferson 
August 13, 1813 

“He who receives an idea from 
me, receives instruction 
himself without lessening 
mine; as he who lights his 
taper at mine, receives light 
without darkening me.”



Thank you! 

scott@granneman.com 
www.granneman.com 
ChainsawOnATireSwing.com 
@scottgranneman 

denise@deniselieberman.com 
advancementproject.com
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Changelog 

2017-04-12 1.4: Added John Oliver video on patent 
trolls; reordered Trolls & Stupid Patents; added 
Washington (trademark) & Grant (copyright) to quiz; 
asked why Coke doesn’t sue;  
2016-07-13 1.3: Added a whole section re: trademark 
distinctiveness 
2015-05-16 1.2: Added Looney Tunes & Tarzan to 
sound trademarks 
2014-06-16 1.1: Moved old presentation over to new 
format
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